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1 Introduction 

 

1.1 Background 

Absa Financial Services Limited (AFS), which is a fully owned subsidiary of Barclays Africa 

Group Limited (BAGL), acquired a 75% interest in Instant Life, an insurance administration 

and distribution company, with effect from 1 April 2016. The acquisition was approved under 

the Banks Act 94 of 1990 by the Registrar of Banks. 

 

Prior to 1 April 2016, Instant Life sold long-term insurance policies which were underwritten 

by Guardrisk Life through a Cell Captive arrangement. Absa Life, which is a fully owned 

subsidiary of AFS, is however also in the business of underwriting long-term insurance risk. 

As a result, with effect from 1 April 2016, which is also the effective acquisition date, all new 

long-term insurance business sold by Instant Life is underwritten by Absa Life. 

 

The application to the Registrar of Banks for the acquisition of the 75% interest in Instant Life 

indicated the intention to transfer the in-force policies in the Guardrisk Cell Captive into an 

Absa Life Cell Captive arrangement within 12 months of completion of the transaction subject 

to receiving the required regulatory approvals, which in this case is the approval under Section 

37 of the Long-term Insurance Act. It was further a requirement by the office of the Registrar 

of Banks that all new business cease to be written in the Guardrisk Cell Captive within 3 

months from the date of the acquisition, following which all new business should be written in 

an Absa Life Cell Captive. 

 

In light of the above, Absa Life, Guardrisk Life and Instant Life have all agreed to the transfer 

of the policyholder liabilities, and associated assets, in respect of the policies sold by Instant 

Life, from the Guardrisk Life 3rd party cell to an Absa Life 3rd party cell arrangement. The 

intention is therefore that the policies will continue to be offered under a Cell Captive 

agreement owned by Instant Life, but underwritten by Absa Life going forward. The policies 

will continue to be administered by Instant Life with the same terms and conditions.  

 

The application for the Absa Life 3rd Party Cell Captive is still under review by the FSB. The 

expectation is that approval for the Cell Captive will precede the review of the transfer 

application and therefore the transfer application is submitted on the premises that the Cell 
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arrangement will exist by the time the transfer is approved. This report is drafted under this 

expectation. 

 

All long-term insurance policies which have been sold by, and are being administered by 

Instant Life as governed by the Cell Captive Shareholder, Binder and Outsource Agreements 

with Guardrisk Life are in scope. The policies are underwritten by Guardrisk Life and include 

all those which were in force on the effective date of transfer (30 June 2016) and which were 

written prior to 1 April 2016. 

 

1.2 Purpose of this report 

This report should be read as a whole, as parts of the report taken out of context could provide 

the wrong overall impression. This report should not be construed as offering investment or 

financial advice to any party. 

 

One of the requirements of the Financial Services Board (“FSB”) for a proposed transfer of 

long-term insurance business is that the Statutory Actuary of the Transferor, in this instance 

ABSA Life, prepares a report on the effects of the proposed transaction on the policyholders 

of the Transferor.  

 

The purpose of this report is to document my review of the proposed Scheme of Transfer, to 

consider the likely effect on the policyholders of ABSA Life (both the transferring 

policyholders and the existing policyholders) and to record my opinion on whether: 

 the transaction is actuarially sound; 

 the security of policyholders is adequately safeguarded;  

 the reasonable benefit expectations of policyholders are not adversely affected; 

and therefore whether or not any policyholder of ABSA Life, transferring or otherwise, is 

likely to be prejudiced by the proposed transfer. 

 

This report is confined to the effects of the proposed transfer on the ABSA Life policyholders.  

 

1.3 Intended audience 

This report is addressed to the Registrar of Long-term Insurance in South Africa. I also 

understand that it will form an integral part of the proposed Scheme of Transfer and may be 
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considered by the Court, the affected policyholders and the Board of Directors of both ABSA 

Life and Guardrisk Life. 

 

1.4 Qualifications 

My name is Peter Tripe and I am the Statutory Actuary of Absa Life and I have held this 

position since June 2013. I am a Fellow of the Faculty of Actuaries (having qualified in 1997) 

and of the Actuarial Society of South Africa. I am a Director of Deloitte & Touche in South 

Africa. I do not own any policies issued by Absa Life nor do I own any shares in Absa or any 

related company. I have no other direct or indirect interest in Absa or any associated company. 

Similarly I do not own any policies issued by, or shares in, Guardrisk Life or any associated 

company. 

 

1.5 Guidance 

In preparing this report I have been guided by the terms of reference outlined in Annexure A 

of the “Guidelines for the Transfer of the Business of a Long-term or Short-term Insurer in 

terms of Section 38 of the Long-Term Insurance Act or Section 37 of the Short-Term 

Insurance Act” issued by the Financial Services Board in the Republic of South Africa, and by 

Actuarial Practice Note 108 (“APN108”) issued by the Actuarial Society of South Africa 

(“ASSA”). 
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2 Overview of the transfer 

 

2.1 Business affected by the transfer 

All long-term insurance policies which have been sold by and are being administered by 

Instant Life as governed by the Cell Captive Shareholder, Binder and Outsource Agreements 

with Guardrisk Life are in scope of this transfer. The policies are underwritten by Guardrisk 

Life and include all those which were in force on the effective date of transfer (30 June 2016) 

and which were written prior to 1 April 2016. All policies written from 1 April 2016 have 

already been written on Absa Life’s license and are therefore out of scope for the purposes of 

the transfer. 

 

The policies are offered under the following products: 

 

Life Cover 

Life Cover pays cash in the event of death from both natural and accidental causes. 

 

Accidental Death Cover 

Accidental Death Cover provides cash in the event of death from accidental causes only. 

 

Work Disability Cover 

Work Disability Cover provides a lump sum cash benefit in the event that the Life Insured 

become disabled.  

 

Critical Illness Tiered Cover 

Critical Illness Cover pays cash in the event of the Life Insured suffering from a critical illness 

including cancer, heart attack or stroke. Tiered benefits are payable depending on the severity 

of the critical illness. 

 

Critical Illness Cover 

Critical Illness Cover pays cash in the event of the Life Insured suffering from a critical illness 

including cancer, heart attack or stroke. The product does not offer tiered benefits which 

depend on the severity of the critical illness. The product pays out 100% of the defined sum 

insured based on the critical illness claim definitions. 
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Cancer Cover 

Cancer Cover provides cash in the event of a diagnosis of cancer requiring major intervention 

and treatment. 

 

Convenient Life Cover 

A semi-underwritten Life Cover product that pays cash in the event of death from both natural 

and accidental causes. 

 

FitLife Cover 

FitLife Cover is a new innovation in Life Insurance. Instant Life is committed to leveraging 

technology and data to help customers live happier and healthier lives. To support this 

objective each policyholder receives a wearable device which tracks physical activity and 

sleep patterns. FitLife Cover pays cash in the event of death from both natural and accidental 

causes. 

 

Funeral Cover 

Funeral Cover, also referred to as Funeral Plan, provides cash in the event of death, which can 

be used to pay for funeral costs. 

 

Family Funeral Cover 

Family Funeral Cover, also referred to as Family Funeral Plan, provides cash in the event of 

death, which can be used to pay for funeral costs. 

 

The policies are distributed in the following ways: 

 

 Digitally, through the internet 

 Telephonically, including inbound and outbound calls 

 

The table  below indicate the number of in-force policies, premiums, sum assured and liability 

per product in the Guardrisk cell as at the effective date of 30 June 2016. It also indicate the 

products that are currently open to new business. The products that are open to new business 

are currently underwritten by Absa Life with effect from the acquisition date of 1 April 2016, 
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as indicated in section 1.1. The split of the book to be transferred to Absa Life by distribution 

channel is included in Appendix C. 

 

 

 
30 June 2016 

Product 
In-force 
policies 

Premiums 
per month 

Sum Assured Liability* 
Open to New 

Business 

Accidental Death Cover 399 107 531 1 000 503 714 158 885 Yes 

Cancer Cover 33 6 011 20 886 502 21 260 Yes 

Convenient Life Cover 1 252 500 000 0 No 

Critical Illness Cover 34 16 731 54 690 184 0 No 

Critical Illness Tiered Cover 1 556 240 234 629 623 712 3 657 Yes 

Family Funeral Cover 159 18 114 3 235 000 0 Yes 

FitLife Cover 103 39 608 167 188 100 0 Yes 

Funeral Cover 1 287 91 107 27 865 000 39 051 Yes 

Life Cover 7 311 3 712 882 11 090 438 661 5 009 784 Yes 

Work Disability Cover 1 143 200 043 980 923 417 0 Yes 

Grand Total 12 026 4 432 511 13 975 854 292 5 232 637   

 

*Please note that it is current policy of both Guardrisk and Absa Life to zeroise negative policy 

liabilities as a discretionary margin. This approach results in a zero liability for some of the product 

lines above. If this margin were not applied, the liabilities disclosed for these product lines would have 

been negative. 

 

2.2 Motivation for the transfer 

Given the background to the transfer, explained in section 1.1, the transfer of business 

considered by this report is the logical next step in the acquisition process of Instant Life by 

Absa Life. 

 

Absa Life has, similar to Guardrisk Life, the necessary capabilities and expertise to underwrite 

policies through a Cell Captive arrangement, and in fact already has an established track 

record of offering such Cell Captive facilities successfully The transfer of the policies from 

Guardrisk Life to Absa Life is sensible for the following additional specific reasons: 

 

1. The Governance and Control oversight, which is required under BAGL Enterprise Risk 

Management Framework, of the business will be much more efficient and practical if 

the underwriting risk lies with Absa Life. It will also limit any risk of Guardrisk Life’s 

confidential information being exposed to Absa Life as a competitor, especially since 
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Absa Life is responsible for the Insurance Risk oversight of all long-term insurance 

business written in BAGL. The business offered by Instant Life, even if underwritten 

by Guardrisk Life, would ultimately have to fall under the Insurance Risk governance 

structures of BAGL as the business is written in a Cell Captive arrangement. Any 

Competition Commission risk issues are also avoided. 

 

2. Since new Instant Life business is already underwritten by Absa Life from 1 April 

2016, it would be operationally and administratively simpler and more efficient if any 

duplication can be avoided and all long-term insurance business offered by Instant Life 

is written under a single Cell Captive arrangement. It would ensure efficiency and 

consistency on: 

 Administration systems 

 Correspondence 

 Marketing material 

 Policy servicing 

 Financial control 

 Regulatory and financial reporting 

 Commercial arrangements 

 Strategic direction 

 

3. Any duplication and the resulting costs would have to be paid for by policyholders. 

The efficiency and consistency referred to above will ultimately directly impact the 

costs at which products are offered to customers positively.  

 

4. The efficiency and consistency referred to above will also impact the quality of the 

ongoing customer service and experience. Reference to both Guardrisk Life and Absa 

Life for example could be confusing to customers and impact their experience 

negatively. Potential Conduct Risk issues, including Treaty Customers Fairly principle 

issues, would therefore be limited. 

 

5. It is commercially sensible for BAGL that Cell Captive administration fees which 

currently flows to Guardrisk Life, remains within BAGL and flow specifically to Absa 

Life. 
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6. Given that the Guardrisk Cell Captive is closed for new business, Cell Captive fees 

will reduce over time and ultimately get to the point where it would not be 

commercially viable for Guardrisk Life to continue managing the Cell Captive 

arrangement. 

 

2.3 Mechanics of the transfer 

Below is a summary of the assets and liabilities in the Guardrisk Instant Life cell as at 30 June 

2016: 

 

Summary of Assets and Liabilities as at 30 June 2016 

  

Individual Policyholders' Fund   

Assets 8 355 446 

Liabilities 8 355 446 

P/H Liabilities 5 232 637 

Current Liabilities 3 122 809 

    

Corporate Fund   

Assets 10 738 201 

Contingency Reserve 500 000 

Share Capital 1 100 000 

Distributable Reserves 9 138 201 

 

The assets and liabilities (Policyholder Liabilities and Current Liabilities) in the relevant 

Policyholder Tax Fund of the Instant Life cell held at Guardrisk will all be transferred to the 

corresponding Policyholder Tax fund in the Absa Life cell. This transfer will not trigger any 

tax liability as there will not be a change in the tax fund pre- and post-transfer. The 

Policyholder assets in the Guardrisk cell are equal to the Policyholder Liabilities (including 

Current Liabilities). The Policyholder assets are invested as follows as at 30 June 2016:  

 R7.2m in the Guardrisk Unitised Money Market portfolio (this Money Market 

portfolio mostly invests in short-term duration Floating Rate notes and other similar 

instruments); 

 R1.2m in a current bank account.  

 

These assets are all invested in cash and money market instruments, and as such they are 

highly liquid. On transfer, Guardrisk will deposit an amount equivalent to R8.4m to the 

specified Absa Life Instant Life Policyholder Fund Bank account as instructed by Instant Life.  
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In addition, assets in the Corporate Fund (defined as Distributable Reserves in the table 

above), backing the Capital Adequacy Requirement of the cell, will be transferred to the Absa 

Life cell. This will be carried out as follows:  

 a dividend of R9.1m will be declared by Guardrisk Life to Instant Life following the 

approval of the transfer of the book; 

 Instant Life will invest this money in the Absa Life cell as share capital;  

 There will be no tax payable on the dividend that will be transferred to Instant Life, as 

well as on the share capital that Instant Life will inject in the Absa Life cell. These 

assets will be in the Corporate Fund under the new Absa Life cell.  

 

The transfer of the assets and liabilities is expected to be completed operationally within a 

month of receiving approval from the FSB. Post the above fund transfers, there will be assets 

of R1.6m remaining in the Guardrisk Instant Life cell (in the Corporate Fund) – a Contingency 

Reserve of R500,000 and Share Capital of R1.1m; it is estimated that the associated cell 

closure fees will be R250,000, and these will be paid from the Contingency Reserve. A final 

expected dividend of R1.35m will be declared on the final closure of the Guardrisk Instant 

Life cell to Instant Life. 

 

The financial reporting effective date of the transfer will be 30 June 2016. The policies which 

will ultimately transfer are those which are active on the day preceding the actual operational 

transfer date following approval from the Registrar. 

 

The transferred policies would be governed under a Cell Captive agreement between Instant 

Life and Absa Life. The agreement is already in place, but its application is still subject to 

approval by the FSB. The Cell Captive application does not form part of this transfer process, 

and the proposed Scheme of Transfer is done on the understanding that the Cell Captive 

application will be approved prior to the transfer process being approved. The Cell Captive 

arrangement will allow for the transferred policies under its terms and conditions. It will 

however require an addendum to allow for the two products which are not currently open to 

new business, namely Convenient Life Cover and Critical Illness Cover. The addendum is 

expected to be signed by 31 January 2017 and evidence will be provided to the FSB to 

consider as part of the approval process. 
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The policies will continue to be administered on Instant Life’s system in exactly the same way 

as they were before the transfer. Policyholders will therefore not experience any impact in the 

way which their policies are administered and serviced. All terms and conditions will also 

remain exactly the same. The change in underwriter from Guardrisk Life to Absa Life will be 

contracted with Policyholders through the issuing of an endorsement letter to every affected 

Policyholder on the day on which the parties will operationally effect the transfer subsequent 

to regulatory approval. This operational transfer date will be within 30 days following the 

approval. 

 

The administration of the policies will be governed under the existing Binder and Outsource 

Agreements that are in place between Absa Life and Instant Life. It would however require an 

addendum to allow for the two products which are not currently open to new business, namely 

Convenient Life Cover and Critical Illness Cover. The addendum will be signed by 31 January 

2017 and evidence will be provided to the FSB to consider as part of the approval process. 

 

A reinsurance agreement is in place between Guardrisk Life and RGA which covers the 

majority of the policies to be transferred. A similar reinsurance agreement with very similar 

terms is in place between Absa Life and RGA for new business currently being written by 

Instant Life. The nature of both reinsurance arrangements and the transfer is such that the 

existing agreement between Guardrisk Life and RGA can be terminated and allowance will be 

made for the business transferred through an addendum to the agreement between Absa Life 

and RGA. The addendum will be signed by 31 January 2017 and evidence will be provided to 

the FSB to consider as part of the approval process. A draft copy of the addendum can be 

viewed in Appendix C. 

 

2.4 Tax and transfer costs 

From a tax perspective the transfer of assets and liabilities should not give rise to tax 

implications for Instant Life (either directly or indirectly through the Guardrisk cell) or Absa 

Life (in Instant Life cell within Absa life). This is due to the fact that the assets held are Cash 

and Money market instruments; hence there is no capital gains tax payable when these are 

liquidated. In addition, the transfer will be carried out such that the assets pre- and post-

transfer are in the same tax funds to ensure that no tax liabilities arise.  

 

All transfer costs will be covered by Absa Life and includes the following: 
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 Drafting of transfer agreement and related legal costs 

 Statutory Actuary 

 Auditors 

 System development 

 Transfer application fees 

 Customer correspondence 

 Public notifications 

 

The total costs are estimated at about R1m. This cost is allowed for under the project which 

has seen the introduction of the Instant Life business to the BAGL group. The costs are not 

material to Absa Life as a business and there will be no specific costs which will be passed on 

to Policyholders explicitly. The additional fees that would flow from the transferred business 

to Absa Life under the Cell Captive Agreement will also cover the cost of the transfer over the 

next 12 months.  
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3 Policyholder security 

 

3.1 Financial strength of the companies involved in the transfer 

Policyholder security is measured in terms of the current regulatory capital requirement, the 

Capital Adequacy Requirement (CAR), as prescribed by Standard of Actuarial Practice 104. 

Given that the Instant Life book of business is housed in a ring-fenced, third party cell captive 

arrangement, both before the transfer (at Guardrisk Life) and after the transfer (at Absa Life), 

provided that the cell itself is sufficiently capitalized, the transfer should not have an impact 

on the existing books of business of either Guardrisk Life or Absa Life.  

 

Considering APN108, this transfer has no impact on new business strategy or the strategy to 

be pursued in the cell and will thus not have any impact on policyholders.  

 

Within this context, the pre- and post-transfer financial positions of Absa Life are summarized 

below. All tables are given as at the transfer effective date of 30 June 2016. 

 

  

Statutory basis 

R’000 

Before transfer After transfer 

Absa Life 

Instant 

Life Cell 

within 

Absa Life 

Absa Life 

Instant Life 

Cell within 

Absa Life 

Total (Absa 

Life including 

Instant Life 

cell 

Assets (net of reinsurance) 28 631 102 0 28 631 102 17 494 28 648 596 

Liabilities (net of reinsurance) 27 567 216 0 27 567 216 8 355 27 584 710 

STATUTORY EXCESS OF 

ASSETS OVER LIABILITIES 
1 063 886 0 1 063 886 9 138 1 063 886 

CAR 338 919 0 338 919 6 685 344 474 

Solvency Cover 3.1 N/A 3.1 1.4 3.1 

 

As can be seen the transfer will not materially affect Absa Life’s solvency position or 

policyholders. The CAR coverage ratio drops slightly post transfer, from 3.14 times to 3.09 

times. This still demonstrates a comfortable level of CAR cover, particularly in light of an 

internal Absa Life CAR coverage target of 2 times. In return for the sight reduction in CAR 

cover, Absa Life would gain increased scale and increased diversification, and gain the 

opportunity to roll out any innovative features within the Instant Life business model to the 

rest of the Absa Life book of business. 
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Operationally, the full physical transfer of the assets above is expected to be completed within 

a month of receiving approval from the FSB. 

 

In my opinion, given the above considerations, I do not believe the above Scheme of transfer 

would materially impact the financial position of the existing Absa Life policyholders. 
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4 Policyholder Reasonable Expectations and Principles of Financial 

Management Post-transfer 

 

4.1 Transferring policyholders 

A key factor in considering the suitability of the proposed Scheme is to confirm whether or not 

the Policyholders’ Reasonable Expectations (“PRE”) relating to the management of their 

policies and benefits is adversely affected by the Scheme. This consideration relates equally to 

both the transferring and the existing policyholders of ABSA Life.  

 

PRE is influenced by many factors including the following: 

 the type of product, 

 the conditions of the policy contract, benefit illustrations, other marketing material and 

policyholder communications issued throughout the life of a policy,  

 industry practice for similar types of policy and  

 the past practice of the specific life office in its management of the affected policies. 

 

PRE can change over time in light of communications with the policyholder, gradual changes 

in practice or clear actions to change previously created expectations. This section of my 

report considers the impact that the current Scheme is expected to have on the PRE of the 

affected policyholders. At the outset it should be recorded that a basic principle of the Scheme 

is for the PRE of both transferring and existing policyholders to remain completely unchanged 

following the proposed transfer. 

 

In addition to PRE, the Scheme of transfer can potentially affect the operational management 

of the transferring book of business, including but not limited to, investment policy and asset-

liability matching. This section will also consider such factors, where relevant. 

4.1.1 Terms and Conditions 

All policies’ terms and conditions will remain exactly the same after the transfer to what they 

were before the transfer. The Policyholders’ existing policy documents (contracts) and any 

subsequent endorsements or amendments will remain applicable and will not be regenerated. 

There is therefore no reason for a Policyholder to expect or to be concerned that any of their 

terms and conditions has changed.  
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The change from Guardrisk Life to Absa Life as underwriter will be communicated and 

contracted with Policyholders through issuing an endorsement letter to every active 

Policyholder on the day of the transfer. 

 

In case of any complaints or objections, the transfer communications to policyholders provides 

contact details for policyholder to make representations or raise concerns and issues or if they 

have any queries. Representations must be made in writing at various email addresses 

stipulated in the communication. The client can also phone the Instant Life call centre if they 

have any issues. The call centre will be appropriately resourced with the necessary information 

relating to the transfer in order to accurately respond to queries. There will additionally be an 

escalation procedure within Instant Life if the call centre agents can’t deal with a client query 

appropriately. 

 

4.1.2 Policy Servicing and Maintenance 

 

Policies will continue to be administered by Instant Life in exactly the same manner as before 

the transfer. The process for customers to make changes to their policies and the type of 

changes they can make remain exactly the same, including the contact details. Even the online 

platform to which customers have access to view and make amendments to their policies will 

remain the same, including their log in details. 

 

All reference to Guardrisk Life will be removed from the Instant Life website. Absa Life is 

already reflected on the website and this will continue to be the case. This change will be 

implemented when the transfer is operationally executed. 

 

The claims process also remains unchanged from a customer’s perspective. Claims would 

however be paid from the Absa Life bank account linked to the Cell Captive after the transfer. 

This change will be implemented when the transfer is operationally executed. 

 

Full continuity from a premium collection point of view will be maintained as there will be no 

changes to Policyholder’s debit orders. Premiums will however be collected into the Absa Life 
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bank account linked to the Cell Captive after the transfer. This change will be implemented 

when the transfer is operationally executed. 

4.1.3 Correspondence 

All customer correspondence, including the format, triggers, frequency and content, will 

remain the same as before the transfer, with specific reference to Absa Life as the underwriter 

where relevant. All reference to Guardrisk Life will be removed for new correspondence. This 

change will be implemented when the transfer is operationally executed. 

4.1.4 Premiums and Benefits 

The contractual premiums and Benefits that are relevant at the time of the transfer, including 

all future contractual increases, will remain relevant and consistent with what they were prior 

to the transfer. Absa Life will honor the premium guarantees applicable on all policies where 

relevant according to the terms and conditions. 

 

Full continuity from a premium collection point of view will be maintained as there will be no 

changes to Policyholder’s debit orders. 

 

No other charges, other than the contractual premium, are currently levied under any of the 

Instant Life products, and this will continue to be the practice post transfer. 

4.1.5 Reinsurance 

The reinsurance structure on the policies will remain as they were prior to the transfer, but 

with Absa Life taking over the relationship with RGA on these policies. The existing 

agreement between Guardrisk Life and RGA will terminate with no financial consideration 

payable, whilst the policies will be included under the existing agreement between Absa Life 

and RGA as an addendum. The administrative and reporting processes will simply follow the 

existing processes for Absa Life. The system changes to effect the change from Guardrisk Life 

to Absa Life will be implemented when the transfer is operationally executed. 

 

The addendum will be signed by 31 January 2017 and evidence will be provided to the FSB to 

consider as part of the approval process. A draft copy of the addendum can be viewed in 

Appendix D. 
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4.1.6 Investment policy and Asset-Liability matching 

Post transfer, the Instant Life book of business will follow Absa Life’s Investment Policy and 

approach towards asset-liability matching. This policy and approach is well-established, with 

strong governance structures placed around it, and is consistent with the policy and approach 

that has been adopted by Guardrisk Life to date for the Instant Life book. 

 

The assets will be invested so as to match the nature, term, expected return and currency of the 

liabilities – with due consideration for the size of the assets available as well as liquidity 

constraints.  

 

The following controls exist for the management of the investments and will be followed for 

the Instant Life book of business post-transfer: 

• A well established and well governed Insurance Key Risk Control Framework exists. 

Investment Management and Asset Liability Management Policies fall under this 

framework, and these outline the best practice principles to be followed in investment 

management of the assets backing the policyholder liabilities. Adherence to the Asset 

Liability Management and Investment Management Policies, Standards and Mandates 

is monitored. 

• An ALM investigation is carried out on at least a biennial basis. 

• A segregated investment mandate is set up for each distinct portfolio; adherences to 

the mandates are monitored on a monthly basis and oversight is provided by the 

CRO’s team. 

• The assets are managed by a well-established reputable and experienced asset 

manager. 

• Regulatory reporting detailing the investment exposures is carried out as required 

 

Given the above, I am of the opinion that the proposed Scheme of transfer will not negatively 

impact the investment management and asset-liability matching of the transferring book of 

business. 

4.1.7 Minimum Solvency Requirements 

The minimum solvency requirements for the Instant Life cell will continue to be measured and 

reported on the current FSB Capital Adequacy Requirements regulations. As was explained in 

Section 3, the transfer is not expected to affect the solvency of the transferring book, and as 
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outlined in Section 2.3, assets sufficient to cover the Instant Life Cell’s capital requirements 

will be transferred together with the liabilities, again ensuring that solvency is maintained. 

 

4.2 Existing Policyholders 

There will be no impact on Absa Life’s existing Policyholders. This includes both those 

underwritten by Absa Life which was sold by Instant Life prior to the transfer and all other 

Absa Life Policyholders whose policies are maintained outside the Instant Life agreement. 

Their terms and conditions as well as Absa Life’s ability to honor and deliverer against their 

reasonable expectations remains as sound as before the transfer. 

 

The business written in the Instant Life Cell Captive agreement is a ring-fenced block of 

business when it comes to financial reporting and other regulatory requirements. The policies 

are further administered on a separate system (that of Instant Life) and all other operational 

functions sit outside the Absa Life environment. There can thus therefore be no impact on 

things like premium collection, communication, policy maintenance, servicing and claims. 

 

4.3 Communication with Policyholders 

A detailed communication plan has been put together supporting the proposed transfer of 

policies from Guardrisk Life to Absa Life. The communication plan and process will adhere to 

the requirements of Section 38 of the Long-term Insurance Act and to the transfer guidelines 

as issued by the Financial Services Board. The communication plan will form part of the 

application to the FSB. 

There are essentially two phases of communication that will happen during the transfer 

process: 

 The first will be after receiving approval in principle from the Registrar, but at least 30 

days prior to effecting the actual transfer of policies. 

 The second will follow after effecting the actual transfer of the policies.  

 

The execution of the documented plan and process will subsequently be reviewedto ensure it 

was adequately delivered against. The results of the audit will also be submitted to the 

Registrar. 

The following key messages will be facilitated through the various forms of communication: 
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 The intended transfer follows the acquisition of Instant Life by Absa Financial Services 

 All parties, including Guardrisk Life, Absa Life and Instant Life are fully supportive of 

the transfer 

 The transfer will strictly follow the guidelines of Section 38 of the Long-term 

Insurance Act and is subject to the review and approval of the FSB 

 Guardrisk Life’s obligations will transfer to Absa Life subsequent to the transfer 

 Instant Life is committed to offering exceptional convenience and great value life 

insurance, with peace of mind provided by Absa 

 Instant Life will continue servicing and administrating policies and therefore customers 

can expect the same service and engagement as before 

 The benefits, premiums and all other terms and conditions of the policies will not 

change in any way or form 

 

All policyholder correspondence is currently distributed electronically via email by Instant 

Life. This is one of the fundamental building blocks of Instant Life’s electronic distribution 

and administration capabilities and philosophy and policyholders have come to expect this 

mode of communication. A policy can further only be taken out if the customer has a valid 

email address. 

Instant Life has a recorded experience of a 95% successful delivery rate on emails to 

policyholders. Given this operating and communication model as well as the success rate of 

email delivery, the parties believe email notification will ensure the best possible form of 

notification and that further publications in any other newspapers (besides the Government 

Gazette Notification) will not add material value. Additional newspaper notifications will also 

further increase the cost of the transfer and the parties believe this cost can be avoided in a 

practical and sensible manner. 

The parties are therefore confident that policyholders will be sufficiently made aware of the 

transfer through this method and that it would meet their expectations given their past 

experience in engaging with Instant Life. 

The communication plan overview can be seen in Appendix B. 

Actual evidence and samples of each of the mediums of communication will be submitted to 

the Registrar after its implementation. 
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The communication plan will also make allowance for the required public representations 

which will be recorded in a representations register. The register and copies of the 

representations will be made available to the Registrar. 
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5 Alternatives to the proposed Scheme of Transfer 

 

Realistically, only one practical option exists as alternative to the proposed scheme of transfer, 

given the acquisition of Instant Life by ABSA. The option is as follows: 

 

5.1 Alternative option 

The only viable alternative option to effecting the transfer is to leave the book to run off under 

the current arrangements with Guardrisk Life. 

 

The negative implications of this option are as follows: 

 The arrangement would become commercially less attractive to Guardrisk Life over 

time as the fees they earn would reduce along with the number of policies reducing, 

whilst at the same time having to invest the same amount of time and effort in 

managing and monitoring the business in line with the commercial agreements with 

Instant Life and regulatory requirements.  

 Instant Life would have to continue to administer and service two blocks of business in 

line with different commercial agreements. This would result in duplication and 

unnecessary inefficiencies, which will ultimately increase the costs of administering 

the policies. 

 Reference to two different underwriters by Instant Life in their offerings and in 

marketing material (for example on their website) might make it confusing to potential 

policyholders, especially if policyholders end up with two or more policies 

underwritten by two different parties. 

 Given that 75% of Instant Life is owned by Absa Financial Services, all marketing 

material represents the Absa brand explicitly. Policyholders might raise questions or 

concerns of why their policies are not underwritten by Absa Life even though Absa 

Life has a license to do so. It might also seem more sensible for customers for their 

entire relationship to be with one group (Absa). 

 Customers might not benefit from some the innovation and synergies that has been 

unlocked through the integration of Instant Life and Absa Life. 
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The benefits of this option are merely that there would be no impact on current commercial 

agreements and processes and policyholders would have no reason to consider the 

implications of this transfer on their policies. 
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6 Conclusions 

 

I am satisfied that the information provided to me in the process of completing this report was 

relevant, reliable and free from bias. 

 

Based on my investigation detailed in this report, in my opinion, as the Statutory Actuary of 

Absa Life: 

 

 the proposed transaction is actuarially sound; 

 the security of policyholders is adequately safeguarded; 

 the reasonable benefit expectations of policyholders are not adversely affected. 

 

I would like to express my gratitude to the staff and management of Absa Life for their kind 

assistance and support during the preparation of this report. 

 

 

 

 

P Tripe  

FFA FASSA  

Statutory Actuary  

Absa Life   

31 July 2018 
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Appendix A: Data sources 

The following data sources were used: 

 Absa Life Valuation spreadsheets: 

o FSV Results_20160630_final_LT2016.xlsm 

o FSV Results_IL_Absa_20160630_Before.xlsm 

o FSV Results_IL_Absa_20160630_After.xlsm 

o CAR201605_Instant Life_After.xlsm 

 Financial spreadsheets: 

o Instant life-BS June 2016.xlsx 

o Instant Life Consolidated.xls 

o GR Statutory balance sheet and AOE.xlsx 

 Summary sheets: 

o Transfer_Summary_GuardRisk_Results.xlsx 

o Transfer_Summary_AbsaLife_Results.xlsx 

 Guardrisk to Absa Life transfer agreement. 
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Appendix B: Communication Plan Overview 

 

Phase Trigger 
Expected 

Date 
Type Audience Communication 

 

1 

Approval in 

principle 

and at least 

30 days 

prior to 

transfer 

06/02/2017 

External Public 
Government Gazette 

Notification 

External Policyholders 
Policyholder Notification 

Email 

External Policyholders SMS Notification 

External Public Website Notification 

Internal 
WIMI Extended 

Leadership Team 
Information Email 

Internal 
Absa Life and Instant 

Life staff 
Information Email 

 

2 

After 

approval 

and on 

actual 

transfer date 

30/04/2017 

External Policyholders 
Policyholder Confirmation 

and Endorsement Email 

External Policyholders SMS Confirmation 

External Public Website Confirmation 

Internal 
WIMI Extended 

Leadership Team 
Email confirmation 

Internal 
Absa Life and Instant 

Life staff 
Email confirmation 

 

o The deadline for public representations will be 06/03/2017, which is 20 

workdays following phase one of the communication plan. 
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Appendix C: Detail on the book in scope of the transfer 

 

 

Active Book Volumes as at 30 June 2016 

Row Labels Telephony 
Digital 

(Internet) 

Grand 

Total 

Accidental Death Cover 254 145 399 

Cancer Cover 9 24 33 

Convenient Life Cover 1 
 

1 

Critical Illness Cover 
 

34 34 

Critical Illness Tiered 

Cover 
1344 212 1556 

Family Funeral Cover 109 50 159 

FitLife Cover 66 37 103 

Funeral Cover 675 612 1287 

Life Cover 5384 1927 7311 

Work Disability Cover 925 218 1143 

Grand Total 8767 3259 12026 

 

 

Premiums In-force  as at 30 June 2016 

Row Labels Telephony 
Digital 

(Internet) 
Grand Total 

Accidental Death Cover R 64 291 R 43 241 R 107 531 

Cancer Cover R 1 034 R 4 977 R 6 011 

Convenient Life Cover R 252 
 

R 252 

Critical Illness Cover 
 

R 16 731 R 16 731 

Critical Illness Tiered 

Cover 
R 180 427 R 59 807 R 240 234 

Family Funeral Cover R 12 751 R 5 363 R 18 114 

FitLife Cover R 17 060 R 22 548 R 39 608 

Funeral Cover R 52 724 R 38 382 R 91 107 

Life Cover R 2 579 283 R 1 133 599 R 3 712 882 

Work Disability Cover R 128 152 R 71 891 R 200 043 

Grand Total R 3 035 973 R 1 396 538 R 4 432 511 
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Sums Insured In-force  as at 30 June 2016 

Row Labels Telephony 
Digital 

(Internet) 
Grand Total 

Accidental Death Cover R 548 128 408 R 452 375 306 R 1 000 503 714 

Cancer Cover R 1 994 069 R 18 892 433 R 20 886 502 

Convenient Life Cover R 500 000 
 

R 500 000 

Critical Illness Cover 
 

R 54 690 184 R 54 690 184 

Critical Illness Tiered 

Cover 
R 437 126 346 R 192 497 366 R 629 623 712 

Family Funeral Cover R 2 190 000 R 1 045 000 R 3 235 000 

FitLife Cover R 82 670 000 R 84 518 100 R 167 188 100 

Funeral Cover R 13 755 000 R 14 110 000 R 27 865 000 

Life Cover R 7 260 941 091 R 3 829 497 570 R 11 090 438 661 

Work Disability Cover R 544 460 968 R 436 462 449 R 980 923 417 

Grand Total R 8 891 765 882 R 5 084 088 410 R  13 975 854 292 
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Appendix D: Draft addendum to the Automatic Reinsurance Agreement 

with Facultative Facilities between Absa Life and RGA dated 20160401 

 

Addendum 
(“Addendum 1”) 

to the 
 

Automatic Reinsurance Agreement with Facultative Facilities 
(entered into on 29 and 30 March 2016, hereinafter referred to as the “Agreement”) 

 
between 

 
Absa Life Limited (in respect of the Instant Life cell) 

Company Registration Number: 1992/001738/06 
7th Floor, ABSA Towers West 

15 Troye Street 
Johannesburg 

2001 
(hereinafter referred to as the “Ceding Company”) 

 
And 

 
Instant Life (Pty) Ltd 

Company Registration: 2007/ 032320/07 
Kiepersol House no 3 

Stonemill Officde Park 
300 Acacia Road 

Darrenwood 
Randburg 

2194 
 
 

And 
 

RGA Reinsurance Company of South Africa Limited 
Company Registration Number: 1997/020948/06 

7th Floor, The Terraces 

Black River Park 

2 Fir Street 

Observatory 

7925 

 

(hereinafter referred to as the “Reinsurer” or “RGA”) 
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(individually a “Party” and  together,  the “Parties”) 
 
THE PARTIES HEREBY AGREE AS AT AS FOLLOWS:- 
 
1. Except where expressly provided below, all terms, conditions and provisions contained 

within the Agreement remain unchanged. In the event of inconsistency between a provision 

of this Addendum 1 and the Agreement, the provisions of this Addendum 1 shall prevail.  

2. The terms, conditions and provisions of Articles 1, 2, 16, 17, 18 and 19 are incorporated into 

this Addendum 1. 

3. The Product Summary No 1 is deleted in its entirety and replaced with the following:- 

 

 

4. Product Summary 2 is added to the Agreement: 

 

“PRODUCT SUMMARY NO 2 – Instant Life In-force Business (“In-force Business”) 
This Product/Benefit Summary is supplemental to and forms part of the Agreement 

 

1. SCOPE  

1.1  Effective Date: 1 April 2017 

  

1.2 Reinsurance Type:                          Quota Share with surplus     

1.3   Benefits Covered under the Policies:   

   All Policies (means as referred to in (ii) in the definition of Policy) in-force as at the Effective 
Date covering the following benefits: 

      

Benefit Name  Type 

Mortality Lump Sum 

Accidental Death Lump Sum 

Work Disability Lump Sum 

Critical Illness Lump Sum 

Cancer Lump Sum 
 

The in-force listing as at 1 April 2017 is provided for in the spreadsheet saved on the flash drive 

attached to this treaty as “Instant Life - March Reinsurance Premiums_20150520”.  This 

Agreement will be amended to attach an updated Policy listing should there be any changes to 

this in-force Policy listing.   

1.4  Policy Terms and Conditions: 

Policy Terms and Conditions are provided for in the following documents attached to this 
Agreement: 

 

Benefit Name  Document Name Date of Document 

Mortality ‘Instant Life sample policy doc.pdf’ May 2014 

Accidental Death ‘sample_policy_accidental_death.doc’ May 2014 
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Work Disability ‘sample_policy_work_disability.doc’ May 2014 

Critical Illness ‘sample_policy_critical_illness.doc’ May 2014 

Cancer  ‘sample_policy_cancer.doc’ May 2014 

 

 
2. AUTOMATIC PARAMETERS 

 

It is a requirement that all of the below-mentioned criteria are satisfied:- 

 

2.1  Ceding Company Retention: The retention per benefit per life is 50% of the first R1 million 

of Sum Insured at Policy inception and 100% reinsured thereafter. For the avoidance of doubt, 

the maximum retention for the Ceding Company is R500,000 per benefit per life calculated at 

Policy inception (and not necessarily Effective Date of the treaty).  

2.2 Maximum Initial Sum Insured per life in aggregate in respect of all Business Reinsured: 

 

                                                            

 
 

 

2.3  Underwriting Authority Limit per Benefit:  

 Not Applicable for In-force business 

2.4  Claims Approval Limit:    

 
 Such person, as agreed to by the Parties from time to time, may finalise claims, in relation to 

any of the ‘risk categories’ defined below without referring to the Reinsurer for prior approval, 
subject to the following limits:  

  
  Death:   R0 
  Accidental Death:  R0 
  Work Disability:  R0 
  Critical illness:   R0 
   Cancer:   R0 
   
 
 Further to the above, the following claims must be referred to the Reinsurer for approval:  

 All late notification claims (and referred to the Reinsurer before the claim forms are sent 

out and any relevant late notification condition in the relevant Policy is waived)  

 Any claims where the insured event occurs within the first two Policy years since Inception 

Date 

 Any claim that is out of the ordinary (premium issues, underwriting discrepancies, 

instruction from management to pay in conflict with policy wording, territorial limits etc.) 

 Any disputed and ex-gratia claims 

    

Life cover R6 million 

Accidental Death R6 million 

Work Disability R4.5 million 

Critical Illness R3 million 

Cancer  R3 million 
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 The Claims Approval Limits are expressed in terms of Sum Insured per life and are subject to 
review after 15 claims have been referred.  
 

 
2.5   Claims Expense Limit (aggregate of all expenses per Insured):  R5,000 
 
 
3. REINSURANCE REBATE:  

 
A R30,018,000 (Thirty Million and Eighteen Thousand Rand) Reinsurance Rebate calculated at 

the Effective Date was paid to the Ceding Company on 21 May 2015.  

 

 

4.  PREMIUMS: 

4.1   Reinsurance Premium: 

Reinsurance Premiums are equal to the Reinsurance Risk Premium at time t + Reinsurance 
Risk Premium at time 0 * Financing Loading   
 
Reinsurance Risk Premiums are calculated according to the formulae provided in 4.6 below.  
 
Reinsurance Risk Rates are attached in the following file ‘Instant Life Proposed Risk Rates – 
27032015.xlsx’.  For any Cancer only benefits the reinsurance risk rates are 50% of the Critical 
illness rates for males and 70% of the Critical illness rates for females.  
 
A Financing Loading of 60% is applied to the Reinsurance Risk Premium at time 0 and payable 
throughout the policy term.  
 

4.2  Reinsurance Premium Guarantees:  

The Guaranteed Term applicable to all benefits will commence on later of the Policy inception 
and the Effective Date and expire on the fifth Policy anniversary, whereupon the Reinsurance 
Premium rates will be subject to review. On the expiry thereof, notwithstanding that the 
Reinsurance Premium rates are subject to review by the Reinsurer at any time thereafter 
provided that the Reinsurer’s first opportunity to review will not result in an increase of more 
than twenty percent (20%) in Reinsurance Premium rates. 
 

4.3        Age definition: Age next Birthday at Previous Policy Anniversary 

 
4.4        Age Calculation Date: Policy Anniversary 

 

4.5  Rates definition: Reinsurance Risk Rates are annual per mille Sum Reinsured.  

Monthly Reinsurance Risk Rates are equal to the annual Reinsurance Risk Rates divided by 12 
 

4.6  Reinsurance Premium Calculation Formulae:   

 
Monthly Reinsurance Risk Premium = [Annual Reinsurance Risk Rate * (1 + underwriting 
loading) + underwriting per mille extra] * Sum Reinsured / 1000 / 12 
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Monthly Reinsurance Premium = Monthly Reinsurance Risk Premium at time t + Monthly 
Reinsurance Risk Premium at time 0 * Financing Loading” 

 
5. This Addendum  1 has been duly executed and delivered by the Parties hereto: 

 

 
Signed for and on behalf of 
ABSA LIFE LIMITED  

 
 
Signature:_______________________________ 
 
Name:__________________________________ 
 
Title:___________________________________ 
 
Date:___________________________________ 
 

 
 

 
Signed for and on behalf of 
INSTANT LIFE (PTY) LIMITED  

 
 
Signature:_______________________________ 
 
Name:__________________________________ 
 
Title:___________________________________ 
 
Date:___________________________________ 
 

 
 

 
Signed for and on behalf of  
RGA REINSURANCE COMPANY OF 
SOUTH AFRICA LIMITED 
 

 
 
Signature:_______________________________ 
 
Name:__________________________________ 
 
Title:___________________________________ 
 
Date:___________________________________           

 

 


